
Charles DeGrandpre 

Charles DeGrandpre is the father of Jim, one of my closest and oldest friendships. Charles died recently at the 

age of 88. He was a pioneer in the organic farming movement, moving to Maine with his wife Claire and four 

sons in 1968. He was known as a hard worker matched only by his kindness and humility. All this came from his 

deep faith. The homily tried to speak to all aspects of his life by focusing on Catholicism’s “spirituality of work”. 

This is a theme used frequently in funeral homilies to both speak of the deceased’s faith lived out in daily life 

and to evangelize those finding life lacking in meaning and filled with boredom. His funeral Mass was 

celebrated at St. Jude’s Catholic Church in Freeport, Maine on February 22, 2016. 

The grain of wheat left above ground remains stagnant, and never realizes the potential stored within. The 

grain of wheat breaks open only when immersed in the soil and absorbing the nutrients and water that cause 

it to release the harvest from within. In a human life, we refer to that as commitment. Only when we are 

immersed in the lives of others, only then do we discover the harvest from within, and the ability for that 

harvest to break out as a source of human nourishment for others. 

The grain of wheat buried in the earth and broken open discovers its true meaning, its purpose and the wealth 

contained within it as the wheat emerges from the broken grain. In the gospels, this presents us with a great 

mystery of our faith. The grain of wheat represents the Lord Jesus’ offering of his life as a sacrifice of 

thanksgiving to God the Father, and as an offering of loving service to all humanity. His heart, broken open on 

the cross, poured out the power of God’s love over the entire world.  

Humanity is limited in every way except our capacity to love. We can embrace this capacity to love because 

Jesus shared the fullness of our human nature, including our limitations, but never refused to love. It is Jesus’ 

humanity that saves us. His humanity, Risen and glorified is the grain of wheat broken open and releasing an 

inexhaustible harvest of love upon all creation. 

Human love reached perfection only at Calvary. This perfected love is now discovered in the life of the Church 

particularly the sacraments, and most particularly in the Eucharist. In the Sacraments, we encounter the living 

God through the Risen Humanity of Christ. In the Sacraments, our human limitations are nurtured by the 

boundless capacity of Christ’s love. 

As Jesus’ followers, created in baptism, we are called to follow Jesus to the cross in order that we might also 

share the glory of His Resurrection. But coming to the cross, each of us must make the personal choice of 

becoming that grain of wheat broken open and pouring forth God’s love in loving service to others. 

Immersion is an apt symbol of our own baptism. We are not so much baptized once in a lifetime as we are 

baptized once for a lifetime. The Season of Lent is that time of reflection for how we are living our baptism in 

the world around us. On Easter, we renew our baptismal promises. We renew them, we do not repeat them. 

Renewing our baptismal promises gives them a deeper meaning for the purpose of our life and a deeper 

commitment to be so immersed in our world with the love of Christ released in the power of Resurrection. 

Like the grain of wheat, we are called to die to ourselves a thousand times in love, to more deeply reveal the 

meaning and purpose of our life.  

Charles DeGrandpre was a man of faith, immersed in the life of Christ, and immersed faithfully in every 

endeavor he undertook. He never did anything half-heartedly, but always whole heartedly. He was a grain of 

wheat constantly immersed in rich soil of faith and releasing a harvest of love. 



As a farmer, he understood the great cycles of seeding, growing and harvesting. As an organic farmer, he 

embraced a life-long commitment allowing the natural cycles and natural resources to sustain themselves and 

bring forth abundant harvests. 

Consulting the popular treasury of information known as Wikipedia, I sought a deeper understanding of 

organic farming. In his book, The Gift of Good Land, American novelist and environmental activist Wendell 

Berry describes an organic farm, "An organic farm, properly speaking, is not one that uses certain methods 

and substances and avoids others; it is a farm whose structure is formed in imitation of the structure of a 

natural system that has the integrity, the independence and the benign dependence of an organism." Berry 

uses the word “benign” to indicate “gentleness”, “caring” and “benevolent”.  

There were several other definitions of organic farming that used words like “integrity”, “natural”, and 

“harmony”. Combining these with “gentleness”, “caring” and “benevolent” we can see that words describing 

organic farming are the same words we would use to describe Charles DeGrandpre. With organic farming, 

Charles promoted what he already was. In organic farming, he became more of what he worked.  

The reading from Ecclesiastes sheds light on the mystery of daily life and human labor. For many without faith, 

life is often “one thing after another”, filled with boredom and lacking meaning and purpose. One can read 

this selection from Ecclesiastes as an affirmation of life’s emptiness and meaninglessness. 

But the eyes of faith will read this same selection and find it proof positive of God’s abiding presence and 

undying love. The sacred writer assures us that God is the sovereign of all time, and that every one of life’s 

events is known to God and can be purposeful in God’s hands. The eyes of faith see the hand of God in all of 

life’s joyful moments and sad; in all extraordinary activities and in the mundane events of daily living.  

The eyes of faith see every moment of life as an encounter with the living God. Because Charles had eyes of 

faith, boredom was never an issue in his life. Every moment of life was meant to be lived, to share, to grow in 

the love of God. Every moment of life had its own meaning and purpose to be discovered and embraced. 

Pope St. John Paul II wrote beautifully on a “spirituality of work” in his encyclical On Human Labor issued in 

1981. He reminded us that “work” is far more than our “job”, “career” or “profession”. While including these, 

work encompasses all our human activity (married life and raising children, pastoring parishes and 

participating in spiritual activities; school, civic and neighborhood organizations; caring for sick relatives or 

neighbors; reading, relaxing and recreational activities, etc.)  

Echoing Catholic Tradition down the ages, Pope John Paul taught that when our work is motivated by inner 

faith and intentional love, we become co-creators with God and co-redeemers with Christ. With eyes of faith 

and with human dignity before us, our daily labors assist us to uncover the mystery of our own life and the 

purpose for our life here on earth. 

A more simple way of saying this is: “the more we make the world human, the more we make the world a 

place for God to be known.” Charles DeGrandpre lived this “spirituality of work” with love and joy. He 

understood that his life as a farmer, husband, father and grandfather, brother, brother-in-law, employer and 

citizen all made the world more human and therefore opened ways for God to be known more fully.  

Twentieth Century British Catholic wit and writer G. K. Chesterton once said, “We must teach the youngest of 

children the oldest of things.” Chesterton was of course referring to the great mysteries of our Catholic faith, 

and Charles would be first in line to concur with that. Faith was the foundation of his entire life. Charles 

understood that if we studied the road from which the generations before us travelled then we could look far 



ahead down the road we are on and be faithful to those generations while also being innovative and faithful 

to the generation present to us now.  

The first set of “youngest of children” to learn the “oldest of things” were Charles and Claire’s four sons; 

Richard, David, Jim and Chuck. Charles imparted these ancient farming practices and visionary techniques to 

all four of his sons. They were also given not just the ethic of hard work but the spirituality of work as taught 

by Pope John Paul II. They poured their hearts and souls into their work, families, as parishioners, friendships, 

and civic responsibilities as citizens.  

They were also immersed in the Catholic faith and taught to see their lives as having great meaning and 

purpose. Like grains of wheat, they learned to immerse their own lives into the rich soil of the Risen Lord. 

From this, they were taught to unleash the harvest of love from within them by their constant dying to 

themselves and rising to the needs of others. Even though son David died at an early age from an accident, his 

life was already marked as a grain of wheat immersed in soil and broken open, giving generously and loving 

greatly.  

Charles also considered mentoring young people in organic farming and simply working hard as one of the 

most important purposes for his own life. He taught young people to work hard not only by assigning tasks, 

but also by setting the example himself and moreover working with them as both teacher and co-worker. If 

they sweated in the heat of the day, so did he. If they worked in the cold rain, so did he. In this again, he 

imitated The Lord Jesus who told his disciples, “I come among you as one who serves.”  

St. Paul’s passage from Colossians refers to praying always, growing in wisdom and serving God. Charles’ faith 

was lived in those three examples. He prayed always and did not just “say prayers” but again prayed with his 

whole heart and soul. Even when he was dying and losing strength, he managed to mouth the words of the 

23rd Psalm, Hail Mary or the Our Father prayed by his bedside. Whenever his grandson Matthew visited him, 

he never left without hearing his grandfather say, “Matthew remember to say your prayers and don’t forget.” 

The grain of wheat dies and immersed in the soil, breaks open and its life giving crop bursts from within it. 

Charles DeGrandpre was a grain of wheat immersed in the soil of the Risen Christ and from there was 

immersed in soil of marriage and family, immersed in the soil of organic farming, immersed in the soil of 

friendship and citizenship.  

This year Charles need not renew his baptismal promises. Rather, he has now presented the crops of his 

baptism before the glory of God. May he hear the words the Lord spoken in The Book of Revelation, “Blessed 

are the dead who die in the Lord from now on. ‘Yes’, said the Spirit, ‘let them find rest from their labors, for 

their works accompany them’.” May Charles DeGrandpre’s soul and the souls of all the faithful departed 

through the mercy of God, rest in peace.  


